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‘Saying goodbye’ during the COVID-19 pandemic: A document analysis of online newspapers with implications for end of life care
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Abstract
Background: News media create a sense-making narrative, shaping, reflecting and enforcing cultural ideas and experiences. Reportage of COVID-related death and bereavement illuminates public perceptions of, and responses to, the COVID-19 pandemic.
Aim: We aimed to explore British newspaper representations of ‘saying goodbye’ before and after a COVID-related death and consider clinical implications.
Design: Document analysis of UK online newspaper articles published during 2 week-long periods in March–April 2020.
Data sources: The seven most-read online newspapers were searched: The Guardian, The Daily Mail, The Telegraph, The Mirror, The Sun, The Times and The Metro. Fifty-five articles discussed bereavement after a human death from COVID-19, published during 18/03–24/03/2020 (the UK’s transition into lockdown) or 08/04–14/04/2020 (the UK peak of the pandemic’s first wave).
Results: The act of ‘saying goodbye’ (before, during and after death) was central to media representations of COVID bereavement, represented as inherently important and profoundly disrupted. Bedside access was portrayed as restricted, variable and uncertain, with families begging or bargaining for contact. Video-link goodbyes were described with ambivalence. Patients were portrayed as ‘dying alone’ regardless of clinician presence. Funerals were portrayed as travesties and grieving alone as unnatural. Articles focused on what was forbidden and offered little practical guidance.
Conclusion: Newspapers portrayed COVID-19 as disruptive to rituals of ‘saying goodbye’ before, during and after death. Adaptations were presented as insufficient attempts to ameliorate tragic situations. More nuanced and supportive reporting is recommended. Clinicians and other professionals supporting the bereaved can play an important role in offering alternative narratives.
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What is already known about the topic?
• During COVID-19, infection control measures have prevented many family members from being with seriously ill or dying loved ones, and impacted on after-death mourning practices and bereavement.
• Clinicians and funeral officiants have tried to mitigate the impact of infection control measures, for example, using video-technology; however, this has not been done consistently and its acceptability is unknown.
• The news media play an important role in creating a sense-making narrative, reflecting and enforcing cultural ideas and shaping experiences of illness and bereavement.

What this paper adds
• Online UK newspapers focused on how COVID-19 disrupted ‘saying goodbye’ (prior to death, at the moment of death and after death) and conflicted with cultural understandings of a ‘good death’ and ‘good grief’, despite efforts undertaken to mitigate the effects of restrictions.
• Findings demonstrate a prevailing uncertainty, fear and anxiety regarding: changes to practice; control over access to people who have been hospitalised; the possibility of dying alone or having loved ones die alone; and being unable to properly commemorate a death.

• Articles focused on what was forbidden rather than permitted and offered little practical guidance for the public.

Implications for practice and policy

• Understanding the media representations and cultural narratives around a ‘good death’ and ‘good grief’ that influence patients’ and families’ fears and anxieties can help inform person-centred care and bereavement support.

• Clinicians should explore with families ways of finding meaningful connection and of saying goodbye despite restrictions, and, alongside other bereavement support providers and hospital press officers, should offer alternatives to exaggerated or inaccurate media narratives.

• More could be done in media reporting to portray diverse experiences and offer practical advice to members of the public dealing with serious illness and bereavement during the pandemic.

Background

COVID-19 is an unparalleled modern pandemic that has to date caused over 2.34 million deaths worldwide, leaving an estimated 21 million bereaved. The pandemic has transformed lives and health systems, and become the primary global media focus. In the UK, online newspaper readership increased by 6.6 million in the first quarter of 2020 as a result of the pandemic. COVID-19 death and bereavement present unique challenges for clinicians, patients and families. Deaths are often sudden and unexpected. Infection control restrictions can isolate people from their loved ones during illness, death and grief. Inability to say goodbye in person, social isolation and a lack of social support are known risk factors for poor bereavement outcomes. Funerals provide support and help mourners process grief, but restrictions on the numbers of mourners, the need to self-isolate and travel restrictions have prevented many bereaved people from having the service they would have wanted. Clinicians and funeral professionals mitigated these restrictions by enabling adapted access (e.g. via videolinks), but there is a lack of evidence to inform these innovations and their acceptability to mourners is as yet unknown.

Accounts of restrictions and adaptations, and their consequences for bereaved people, have featured extensively in UK news media. Previous research has examined media representations of ‘good’ deaths and grief, demonstrating the media’s central role in creating sense-making narratives, reflecting and enforcing cultural ideas about death and bereavement. Analysis of the reportage surrounding COVID-related death and bereavement illuminates public perceptions of the pandemic and the role of professionals providing end-of-life care. We aimed to explore newspaper representations of leave-taking, or ‘saying goodbye’, before and after death during the first wave of COVID-19 in the UK.

Methods

We conducted a document analysis of online newspaper articles exploring how the UK media represented people’s experiences of the end of life and bereavement when someone they knew had died from COVID-19. Our approach was informed by critical discourse analysis of documents, aiming to understand how newspaper discourse implicitly and explicitly described experiences of people bereaved by COVID-19, and the implications of such bereavement. Critical discourse analysis is concerned with identifying and examining the ideologies embedded in discourse (e.g. in this article, what ‘saying goodbye’ should look like) and their social and material consequences. Consequently, our premise was that newspaper discourses are not neutral; they have power to impact how bereavement is experienced, influence societal discussions about what is considered ‘normal’ for bereavement, and can impact professional practices and policies. This approach acknowledges that what is considered ‘normal’ or ‘expected’ in relation to death, bereavement and grief can be understood as social constructs, informed by and replicated in societal discourses, and that these can vary cross-culturally. Our multistage analytical process involved reading, coding and interpreting each of the texts to identify recurring narrative patterns and themes within and across documents and to consider these in relation to existing social theories about death, grief and bereavement as well as media reporting on death. We further discuss our methods and the general narratives we identified in a separate publication; here we focus on discourses related to ‘saying goodbye’ and consider implications for end-of-life care and bereavement support. By focusing on the different ways in which the media articles discussed ‘saying goodbye’, we were able to identify several distinct narratives around this process which we have organised into themes to illustrate both the narratives and the normative social constructs that were present within them. The research team comprised a social scientist (LS), medical anthropologist (EB) and healthcare researcher and speech and language therapist (RS).

Data collection

Publication selection. The seven most-read online UK newspapers and their Sunday counterparts were included:

**Search strategy.** We searched each newspaper’s search engine using the following key words as Boolean searches: grief or bereavement, and COVID-19 (and variants Covid 19 and sars-cov-2), coronavirus or pandemic. Searches were completed for a 4-week time period (18/03–14/04/2020), a timespan covering the transition into lockdown and the extension of the lockdown period.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria.** We included articles from specified news sources describing grief and bereavement after a human death from COVID-19.

We excluded articles written for a non-UK audience (e.g. the ‘Australia’ section of The Daily Mail); articles including a key word but not specifically related to human death; obituaries; articles discussing bereavement unrelated to COVID-19; and articles discussing non-bereavement related grief.

The search yielded high numbers of relevant articles (Table 1). Two week-long search periods were selected for analysis to encompass possible changes in reporting of the COVID-19 pandemic. The first week (week A: 18/03–24/03/2020) covered the UK’s transition into lockdown; the fourth week (week B: 08/04–14/04/2020) occurred at the first peak of the pandemic. Supplementary File 1 shows the number of included articles by date, alongside total deaths to date and key events.

**Data analysis**

Document analysis of the articles’ text was conducted, examining how behaviour and events were placed in context and identifying themes, ‘frames’ and discourse. Our analysis conceptualised ‘saying goodbye’ as a social construct and dying as a social process, and was inductive, aiming to identify and understand the narratives within the data. The co-authors independently extrapolated themes from three articles. These were discussed as a group and organised into a hierarchical coding frame of defined themes and sub-themes (LS). Coding focused on manifest themes (types/aims of articles, framing of the subject), latent themes (implicit content, use of metaphors/symbols, contradictions) and trends/differences across time and publications. Such an approach is consistent with critical discourse analysis and helps identify and report upon meaningful categories, in this case how ‘saying goodbye’ was described within the discourse during the early stages of the pandemic and the consequences of this.

Once finalised, RS applied the coding frame to the data, meeting with co-authors regularly to discuss the analysis, with a particular focus on how the data related to existing theoretical and empirical critical understandings of media representations of death and bereavement and the normative narratives within the data. Additional emergent themes were added as needed and applied consistently across the dataset. NVivo 12 was used for data management.

Data extracts are tagged with a unique ID number, denoting publication name (Table 1), week and article number (e.g. Ti.A.15 = Times article, Week A, 15th article in the dataset). Quotation marks in data extracts indicate quotes used within articles.

**Results**

Fifty-five articles were analysed (19 Week A; 36 Week B) (Figure 1, Table 1). The Daily Mail carried the most articles across both weeks (Week A = 8; Week B = 20).

Media representations of COVID-related bereavement focused on profound disruption to the act of ‘saying goodbye’ before and after death; acts portrayed as important closure rituals intrinsic to the processes of dying and grieving. Disruptions were reported at three main stages: prior to but close to death (e.g. when a person was being treated in an Intensive Care Unit), at or shortly after the moment of death (e.g. being present at the deathbed) and after the death (e.g. arranging and attending a funeral). Newspapers used the term ‘final goodbye’ to describe closure or comforting contact occurring at any of these stages.

As disruptions to the first and second stages were often discussed together, we present findings in two themes, with sub-themes: Saying goodbye prior to and/or at the moment of death (Control over access; Adapting health and social care services; Effects on relatives and staff; A
good death, a bad death); Saying goodbye after death (Adaptations to post-death practices and effects on the bereaved; Role of the funeral; Grieving alone). Themes, sub-themes and exemplifying data extracts are presented in Table 2.

Week A articles mainly focused on funeral guidance, early deaths in the UK and deaths and funeral practices overseas. Week B articles focused more on UK deaths counts, comparison of the UK situation with that of other countries, and tragic stories.

**Saying goodbye prior to and at the moment of death**

Media coverage focused on how restrictions introduced to control the spread of COVID-19 disrupted the usual
rituals of saying goodbye, including relatives’ access to the bedside, opportunity to see or talk to a dying loved one and ability to touch and comfort them during death.

Control over access. Articles typically portrayed hospitals as controlling bedside access, with families ‘begging’ and bargaining for access (e.g. offering to supply their own personal protective equipment (PPE)).

‘She did not make it to the hospital in time and she was even told that she would not even be allowed to see her husband’s body, but [she] insisted.’ Dma.B.43.

Overall, access was portrayed as variable, uncertain and dependent on the kindness, availability or flexibility of staff. One bereaved wife reported:

‘A nurse said she would stay after her shift had ended so the family could make a final visit’ Ti.B.27.

Some Week A articles described PPE-assisted visits; others described blanket visiting bans. Week B articles included more mentions of physical visits, though often in non-UK contexts. Restrictions were typically reported through human interest stories rather than reporting on policies. Barriers to access were reported passively, with no explicit apportioning of blame. None of the articles provided editorial perspectives on inconsistencies or suggested better practice; however, there was an implicit sense of injustice in the discrepancies, compounded by the sudden nature of the deaths and reports of problems accessing PPE and COVID testing.

Adaptations to health and social care services. Articles described adapted goodbye rituals, which were often time-limited, using videolinks or PPE (with varying permissibility of physical contact with or without PPE). Articles described both two-way conversations at the end of life and goodbyes delivered during sedation. Some bereaved people reported gratitude at such adapted goodbyes; one clinician reported that viewing a death via videolink had benefited family members:

‘she added that the family had found it to be a difficult experience but one that helped them to understand what was happening’ G.A.10.

Others described the experience as distressing; a bereaved son was quoted as saying:

Table 2. Themes and sub-themes with example data extracts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major theme (definition)</th>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Exemplars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Saying goodbye prior to death and at the moment of death (impact of coronavirus on relatives’ experiences of ‘saying goodbye’ to their seriously ill or dying relatives) | Control over access | T.B.27: ‘They let us have 10 min with him. It was like he was just asleep. He had so many tubes and wires in him’, Mrs Martin told Today on BBC Radio 4. ‘We just told him that we loved him and it was heartbreaking to hear the children tell him they were going to make him proud. We were really glad to have that time with him’.
| | Adapting health and social care services | G.A.10: ‘people are having to use videolinks to say their last goodbyes to dying relatives because hospitals are curtailing visits to curtail the spread of the virus’ |
| | Effects on relatives and staff | DMa.B.29: ‘heartbreaking photographs of a doctor wailing on the doorstep of her New York medical practice after losing her mother to coronavirus emerged on Thursday and lay bare the grief of the pandemic’ |
| | Latent: A good death, a bad death | Tmi.A.6: ‘speaking for the first time, her grieving husband. . . said the couple, from near Hertford in Hertfordshire, gazed into each other’s eyes, said “I love you” and exchanged goodbyes “for a few minutes” before she died’ |
| 2. Saying goodbye after death (impact of coronavirus on relatives’ experiences during bereavement) | Adaptations to post-death practices and effects on the bereaved | Te.A.1: ‘The Church of England insisted that it is looking at ways to use technology, such as Skype, recordings and memorials, so that grievers are able to properly mourn their loved ones once the current restrictions lift’ |
| | Role of a funeral | G.B.52: ‘They were amongst increasing numbers of grieving people who are being denied the opportunity to say a final goodbye to their loved ones, leaving celebrants, priests and funeral directors to stand in as “proxy mourners”’ |
| | Grieving alone | Me.A.16: ‘A man is asking members of the public to send his grandma letters to help her go through her husband’s death, meaning she now has to isolate completely alone. Isolation is tough on everyone over 70, or in vulnerable groups, but for Zac France’s grandmother Sheila, she is also dealing with grief – and she has to do it without any physical interaction with her loved ones’ |
‘praying for your loved one wearing masks and gloves is what nightmares feels like’. Dma.B.22.

Some articles described relatives making in-person visits after clinicians explained the risks, with some having to self-isolate afterwards (often leaving bereaved people grieving alone, unable to attend after-death services). The potential long-term emotional burden of these difficult choices was not discussed.

Effects on relatives and staff. Deaths were typically described as unexpected, and the deceased as ‘victims’. Across both weeks, experiences of these sudden bereavements were reported emotively, using terms such as ‘heartbreak’, ‘devastated’, ‘agon’ and ‘trauma’. Emotive and sensationalist language was particularly common in tabloid papers, while broadsheets tended to limit emotive language unless quoting others. Bereaved people were reported as not knowing how to cope. Stoicism was encouraged: readers were advised by bereaved family members to ‘be strong’ for their families’ (Dmi.A.6).

Clinicians’ prominence in bereavement narratives shifted. In Week A, the effects of deaths on clinicians were rarely discussed. Week B increased focus on clinicians’ emotional state, using language previously associated with personally bereaved people. One article stated ‘NHS staff. . . are frank about the toll it takes, both physical and emotional’ (S.B.26), hinting at the emotional challenges of clinical work, perhaps because clinicians were at this time also experiencing from the death of their colleagues or family members.

A good death, a bad death. This primarily latent theme refers to how media representations of COVID-19 conflict with assumed cultural understandings of a good death. Newspapers focused on what was missing in a COVID-19 death, with these absences framed in terms of tragedy, shock and upset:

‘The agony of saying goodbye to both the men in her life was compounded further by the fact she was unable to be with them during their final moments, unable to comfort either. Unable to say goodbye.’ Dma.B.43.

The perceived trauma and injustice of ‘dying alone’ without a loved one present was presented as a ‘worst case scenario’ in reportage, though it was typically addressed implicitly:

‘That means loved ones are cut off from their families at precisely the time they need them most’ G.A.10.

People were described as ‘dying in quarantine’ (Tmi.A.12) due to restricted access and the risk to clinically vulnerable family members, and as ‘dying alone’ even when clinicians were present.

To mitigate a ‘bad’ death (or best approximate a ‘good’ death), clinicians were reported to deem technological adaptations and clinicians’ presence reasonable compromises, saying they would ‘do their utmost to ensure none of [the dying patients] feel frightened or alone’ (G.A.10). However, reporting suggested that being physically absent at a death was always distressing for the bereaved, and therefore that personal communication, presence and touch are irreplaceable cultural features of a ‘good death’.

Saying goodbye after death

This theme encompasses disruption of post-death grieving processes, focusing on bereaved people and funeral practices. Week A articles typically focused on deaths and funerals, using dramatic Italian and American examples (including refrigerated lorries as temporary mortuaries) to suggest possibilities for the UK. Week B articles typically shifted to personal stories of death and funeral planning, increasingly conveying compounded grief and trauma across all stages of saying goodbye.

Role of the funeral. Funerals were positioned as ‘vital’: offering a chance to say a ‘proper’ or ‘final goodbye’ with dignified tributes to loved ones, thereby helping the grief process. Funeral practices were ‘ancient rituals’ (Dma.A.19) under threat from COVID-19:

‘[The pandemic is] reshaping many aspects of death, from the practicalities of handling infected bodies to meeting the spiritual and emotional needs of those left behind’ Dma.A.19.

Despite commonly reporting that COVID-19 affected everyone ‘regardless of culture or religion’ (Dma.1.5), newspapers focused almost exclusively on Christian or secular post-death practices, with disruption to other traditions only mentioned in a global context.

Adaptations to post-death practices and effects on the bereaved. Across publications, articles typically focused on what was forbidden, rather than permitted, under pandemic response guidelines. Some reportage of the impact on after-death practices focused on policy and guidance, interpreting the apparently unclear restrictions and describing adaptations, while other reportage framed restrictions as ‘bans’ on certain practices. Restrictions discussed included the number of mourners at funerals, physical contact (between mourners, and with the deceased), singing, open caskets, pallbearers and choice of burial attire. Several articles acknowledged other disruptive factors including travel restrictions and relatives’ need to self-isolate.

Articles used emotive calls-to-action from interviewees, including the Archbishop of Canterbury requesting authorities ‘not to treat coronavirus victims “like cattle” and to give them a dignified burial’ (DMa.B.49). Funerary professionals
pushed for fewer restrictions and equity across practices nationwide, with some reported as calling for an all-or-nothing approach to funerals to address inequity. First-hand accounts from funeral-goers conveyed a discrepancy between expected and adapted funerals. Some funeral officials reportedly provided live-streamed services, sharing prayers and readings by email and offering online books of remembrance. Other articles described the possibility of holding a burial now and a service in the future.

The impact of funeral restrictions was described as unjust: a failure to honour the deceased with something they ‘deserved’ or had ‘earned through life’ and unfair on bereaved people.

“It seems so unfair” [she] said. “I can’t even give them a proper burial. I just have to put them in a box and put them into a hole.” Dma.B.43.

Longer-term effects were hypothesised, with a celebrant speculating that the impact on bereaved people would be “profound and last a long time” (G.B.52).

Families were generally reported as accepting the rationale behind restrictions, but nevertheless described them as devastating ‘travesties’ associated with guilt and shame:

“The ceremony was impeccable, except there was no one there who should have been there. I felt my mother was alone.” G.B.52.

Disrupted after-death services were ultimately presented as inauthentic and improper, with implications for their ability to console the bereaved.

Grieving alone. Articles reported how bereaved people were ‘forced’ to grieve alone due to social distancing, travel restrictions and self-isolation. While isolation was described explicitly, its incongruity in most cultural conceptions of ‘normal grief’ was mainly implied. Much like a COVID-19 death, COVID-related grief was portrayed as unnatural and unprecedented. Bereaved people were described as feeling unprepared and lost without the usual rituals and customs surrounding death:


Grieving alone was portrayed as the final injustice in a tragic situation; one article quoted a bereaved wife’s social media post:

“And now I start another complete quarantine, and think what kind of funeral can plan from home, knowing it might not take place for quite a while and might be a lot less that I think he deserves. More travesty!” S.A.13.

Those supporting bereaved people were reported to be suffering a sense of helplessness over the lack of usual ritual:

“you can’t go to the house and tell them it’s going to be all right” Dma.B.43.

As with adaptations to end-of-life care, alternatives to physical contact were typically seen as poor substitutes when offering comfort:

“I can’t see my dad, I have got him on the phone, and my brothers and sisters” Dmi.B.25.

Discussion

Main findings

In spring 2020, UK newspapers portrayed COVID-19 as profoundly disruptive to the inherently important acts of ‘saying goodbye’ before and after death. Medical institutions were depicted as controlling bedside access, which was variable, uncertain and dependent on the kindness and flexibility of staff. Articles described adapted goodbye rituals via videolinks, but there was ambivalence regarding their acceptability and sufficiency. Similarly, being physically absent at a death was portrayed as distressing for the bereaved, regardless of whether a clinician was present. The media discourse around ‘saying goodbye’ assumed a normative view about what dying and grief should be like, which does not reflect the diversity in people’s experiences and expectations both before and during the pandemic.

COVID-19 was represented homogeneously as unnatural, unprecedented and in conflict with assumed cultural understandings of a ‘good death’ and ‘good grief’. Newspapers focused on the tragedy of what was missing (lack of familial access, dying and grieving alone, restricted funerals), rather than what was permitted. Infection control restrictions and discrepancies in visitation and funeral policies were portrayed as unfair, with the injustice compounded by the unexpectedness of death and problems accessing PPE and virus testing.

Limitations

Study strengths include the variety of newspapers analysed; clearly defined time-frames for comparison, contextualised with other events; and the iterative, team-based and reflexive analysis. We limited our analysis to UK online news media over 2 week-long periods and the concept of ‘saying goodbye’. The methods used capture what was said about the topics at this specific time. Since media narratives evolve and shift over time, findings may not be wholly applicable to other settings or time
periods; however, understanding media discourse as reflecting and shaping cultural views on death and grief extends beyond this study.

**What this study adds**

Our analysis demonstrates the media discourses prevalent during the first wave of the pandemic in the UK, further our understanding of cultural constructs related to death and dying, and can help make sense of how individuals have subsequently responded to death and grief at this time. The multiple stages and opportunities to 'say goodbye' that were reflected in the media discourse align with theorising dying as a social process that occurs over time. The emphasis on particular moments of saying goodbye, for example at the moment of death or via funerals, and how these were disrupted by COVID-19, indicates a strong cultural narrative about the importance of such moments in the dying process.27,28

The media narratives we identified also have implications for experiences of bereavement, since people rely on media narratives to position themselves and make sense of their experiences.31 This may be particularly so during the first wave of a new global pandemic: all the news sites we included in our analysis saw a monthly increase in the average amount of time adult visitors spent on their sites from December 2019 to March 2020.30 By emphasising COVID-19-related death and grief as tragic, newspapers engage societal and cultural perspectives regarding 'good' and 'bad' deaths.30 Media representations of COVID-19 deaths and grief as inherently 'bad' could negatively influence how people grieve. Such representations also assume a homogenous understanding of death and grief, ignoring individual choices31 and variations in values and perspectives, for example, that some people wish to die alone,32 or that others may not wish to be present at their relative's moment of death.27 The lack of nuance in media reporting thus contradicts the possibility of a 'good enough' death in difficult circumstances.33

Articles commonly suggested that pandemic-related disruptions would have long-term consequences for bereaved people. Ultimately, the impact of these disruptions, as well as the effects of media narratives of COVID-19 deaths and bereavement, is an empirical question. Research is needed (and underway34,35) to investigate bereavement experiences during the pandemic and their long-term effects, to determine how to best support bereaved people. Clearly, many aspects of a COVID-19 death could have a profound impact: for example, being unable to say goodbye or having to do so via videolink, not having the option of being present at the time of death, or being present only for a short time and in full PPE, and having to make difficult decisions regarding the risk of visiting a loved one or attending a funeral.36,37 Social distancing, quarantining and curfews might also affect usual bereavement processes; for example, ‘restoration-oriented’ activities undertaken to help accommodate a loss might be put on hold.38 Where this is the case, the grieving process might be delayed or more complex, with the bereaved person potentially requiring additional support. Funeral restrictions, often portrayed in the media as a source of shame and guilt, are not necessarily associated with poor bereavement outcomes39 and online services can have benefits,40,41 however more research in this area is needed.

Although rarely apportioning blame, pervading the articles was a sense of unfairness, injustice and inequality related to widespread reporting of a lack of ventilators and PPE, arguably avoidable deficits.42 There is evidence that palliative care services were not prioritised when supplies of PPE were constrained, despite the impact on patients and their loved ones: an international survey found 48% of palliative care services reported shortages of PPE.43 Despite a general lack of reporting on Black and Asian populations during the sampled time period, later reporting described higher death rates amongst Black and Asian patients and healthcare professionals,44 adding to a sense of unfair, unequal and avoidable loss.

**Implications for practice**

Our research was conducted in the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in the UK, and as many countries continue to face additional waves of the pandemic, these findings are particularly pertinent for the clinical practice of end-of-life care globally. Implications of the findings for clinicians, policy makers and journalists are summarised here and presented in Box 1. First, health and social care professionals should recognise the impact of these media narratives on patients’ and families’ fears and anxieties. Second, because the media portrayal of goodbyes via videolink, or with clinicians in the place of loved ones, suggests such goodbyes are culturally insufficient, videolinks should be used cautiously, following an individualised approach, and bedside access granted to loved ones wherever possible. Third, clinicians should understand the importance of each stage of a 'goodbye', and public health messaging should promote important conversations between loved ones prior to serious illness.45,46 Fourth, families must be signposted to bereavement services and supported after a death. Fifth, health and social care staff can engage with the media and the public to share their stories and present an alternative narrative. Finally, journalists could better support the public and bereaved people by providing diverse narratives and practical guidance.
Box 1. Study implications for clinicians, policy makers and journalists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avoid assuming that a COVID-19 death is inherently bad or worse than a typical death</strong></td>
<td>Since media narratives affect the public, people’s fears, concerns and anxieties are likely to arise from media messaging. Negativity and lack of nuance were found in a study of media coverage of remote medical consultations during the pandemic; we found similar features in coverage of death and bereavement. The lack of positive advice for those affected, or examples of a ‘good enough’ death, may further stoke anxieties and reduce health-seeking behaviours. Avoiding assumptions that a COVID-19 death is ‘bad’ or ‘worse’ than a ‘typical’ death may be more supportive than following the common media narrative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use videolinks with caution and prioritise bedside access</strong></td>
<td>Media portrayals demonstrate the strength of specific cultural concepts of a ‘good death’ and ‘good grief’. Whilst there is no single culturally accepted notion of ‘good death’ in the UK, end-of-life care policy focuses on a particular set of attributes, one of which is not dying alone. Adapted ways of saying goodbye, such as the use of videolinks or clinicians being present instead of loved ones, were generally portrayed as unnatural and insufficient. Recognising the power of these cultural narratives requires a cautious and individualised approach to the use of video-links at the end of life, and prioritising PPE availability in end-of-life care to enable in-person bedside access where possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understand the importance of each stage of ‘goodbye’</strong></td>
<td>We identified three stages of ‘saying goodbye’ (prior to, at the moment of, and after death). The importance of each stage will vary for everyone, reflecting feelings, preferences and cultural and religious values. The ability to say goodbye in a preferred manner is correlated with better social adjustment in bereavement; however, where someone’s wishes cannot be met due to infection control restrictions, a meaningful goodbye might still be possible. Findings from Japan suggest meaningful communication, rather than physical presence, improves outcomes for bereaved people. Clinicians will ideally understand the relative importance of each stage of saying goodbye for individual patients and families. Public health messaging to encourage Advance Care Planning or ‘What Matters Most’ conversations prior to serious illness can help patients, families and their care teams to work towards a life and death which is in line with patients’ and families’ wishes and values and ensure important conversations aren’t missed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signpost families to bereavement services and provide support after a death</strong></td>
<td>The unnaturalness and profound distress evident in media portrayals highlights the importance of signposting to bereavement services and proactively identifying and supporting those at particular risk of poor outcomes. Cumulative disrupted goodbyes may mean bereaved people require extra support, particularly in understanding how these missed opportunities affect their grieving process. Articles indicated that bereaved people may experience guilt and shame; professionals should be mindful that the choices bereaved people had to make may have ongoing mental health implications. Emerging evidence suggests more support is needed: a national survey found that 36% of bereaved people felt not at all supported by healthcare professionals immediately after the death and 51% were not provided with any information about bereavement support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health and social care staff can engage with the media and the public to share their stories and present an alternative narrative</strong></td>
<td>Health and social care professionals and those working in bereavement services, supported by press offices where available, can play an important role in communicating with the media, engaging in public discourse and, crucially, offering the public an alternative narrative about healthcare, death and bereavement in the context of COVID-19. Many clinicians have taken on such a role during the pandemic, to great effect. Social media can be a useful way to share stories, influence debates and contribute expertise, however clinicians should know social media posts might be printed in the media. Professional guidance exists to support healthcare staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalists could support the public and bereaved people by providing diverse narratives and practical guidance</strong></td>
<td>We found little nuance in how end-of-life and bereavement experiences were portrayed, and little practical or useful guidance, for example, regarding what support might be available or what kind of funeral service might be possible. Newspaper reportage could raise awareness of the dying process, showcase a wider range of experiences of grief, and provide support to bereaved people. By providing diverse narratives and practical guidance, journalists could play an important supportive role.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions
At the beginning of the pandemic, online UK newspapers represented COVID-19 as disrupting culturally expected rituals of ‘saying goodbye’ before, during and after death. Adaptations were presented as insufficient attempts to ameliorate tragic situations. Understanding the media representations and cultural narratives around a ‘good death’ and ‘good grief’ that influence patients and families’ fears and anxieties can help inform person-centred care and bereavement support. Health and social care professionals and other bereavement support providers should take into account the potential effect of media reporting on people’s fears and bereavement, and explore ways of finding meaningful connection despite restrictions. They can also play an important role in offering alternative narratives and engaging with the media to educate and inform, with support from hospital press officers where available. More could be done in media reporting to portray diverse experiences and offer practical advice to those dealing with serious illness and bereavement during the pandemic.
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